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You remember chapter 3 from Chiro's Lucky day that it had a crossover with Star Wars

Well now I give you the story of what happened when the team left to defend Shugazoom city against
the Galactic Empire
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1 - Storm Troopers

Storm Trooper: *scares the citizens of Shugazoom City with there blaster rifles and kills one of them*
Take that scum!

Chiro: Chiro spear-o! *kills one of the Storm Troopers*

Storm Trooper: Ah!

Scout Troopers(on there speeder bikes): *drops there thermal detonators*

Gibson: Thermal Detonators!!! They're gonna blow!!!

(the team scatters before the detonators blew up)

Scout Trooper: Rats!

Antauri: Monkey mind scream!

9 Storm Troopers: *gets paralyzed then gets killed by Gibson and Otto*

Scout Troopers: *gets off there speeder bikes but before they get a chance to fire they get killed by one
of Otto boom-a-rang saws(which does exist in the TV series)*

Otto: That's the last of them.

Scout Trooper: *gets up with his hand over his injured gut* you may have defeated us Troopers but you'll
never defeat our new and improved Dark Troopers. *starts walking away weakly to find shelter*

Chiro: What does he mean by that?

(then all of a sudden Dark Troopers came by loaded with laster rifles, seeker missiles, assault cannons,
and various others)

Otto: Looks like we're gonna get our hands full with this.



2 - Dark Troopers

Phase I Dark Trooper: Prepare to die humans. *gets shot*
 
Phase II Dark Trooper: Uh oh.
 
Chiro: Take that you ugly robot.
 
Phase I, II, III Dark Troopers: *fire there blast cannons*
 
Gibson: *spins around and around in the air going through the Dark Troopers but the phase III dark
troopers*
 
Phase III Dark Trooper: *grabs Gibson's arm and raises him up* Your drills are no match for our armor
puny monkey.
 
Gibson: *sticks one of his drills to the phase III dark trooper and activates the self destruct in his drill
then escapes*
 
Phase III Dark Trooper: Uh oh.
 
(Boom!)
 
A weak Dark Trooper: bring in...bzzz....the.....phase IIII......Dark Trooper......*shuts down*
 
Phase IIII Dark Trooper: *detaches from his landing craft*
 
Chiro: Gibson, what's the stats on that Dark Trooper?
 
Gibson: It's armor is too strong to be blown up and his firepower is strong enough to wipe out an entire
building.
 
Phase IIII Dark Trooper: Mission objective: destroy this city.
 
Otto: I got him! *jumps in the air for an air attack*
 
Phase IIII Dark Trooper: Worthless monkey. *grabs Otto by the neck*
 
Otto: *tries to slice the Dark Trooper with his saws*
 
Phase IIII Dark Trooper: Silly monkey your weapons can not harm me. *starts choking Otto*
 
Chiro: Chiro-spear-o!
 



Phase IIII Dark Trooper: what the heck was that? Lighting bolts? I'm the Phase IIII Dark Trooper I'm
gonna hit you with your own monkey! *throws Otto at Chiro* I'm bad. I'm the baddest Trooper in the
world.
 
Chiro: Now how are we gonna defeat it?



3 - AT-ST & TIE Bombers

Chiro: *orders the Super Robot to launch the moon buggy to shield themselves from Phase IIII Dark
Trooper's attacks*

Phase IIII Dark Trooper: Do you think you are safe in there? *Lifts up the moon buggy then starts
crushing it till the Super Robot crushes the Phase IIII Dark Trooper* Ow!

Chiro: Good work Jinmay!

Jinmay: *gives a thumbs up*

General Veers: Deploy AT-STs and prepare the TIE bombers for battle.

AT-ST: *fires at Shugazoom City's buildings*

Super Robot: *fires rockets at the AT-STs*

Imperial Officer(Land): Deploy Bombers now!

TIE Bombers: *uses bombing run on the Super Robot*

Imperial Officer(Land): Bombers, reload and prepare for another run. One more oughta finish them off.

Gibson: *pilots Fist Rocket 4 to take down those TIE Bombers* Where's Sprx when you need him?

(See Chiro's lucky day chapter 3 to find out)

Antuari: *pilots the Brian Scrambler Pilot 2*

TIE pilot: Prepare to fire on my mark.

TIE pilot 2: Roger.

Gibson: Antauri, we got unwanted company.

TIE Fighter: *misses a few shots but hits Fist Rocket 4's engines*

TIE Pilot 2: *locks on Gibson's Fist Rocket 4* I have you now. *fires but the other TIE Fighter gets hit*
What?!

TIE pilot 3: *looks down and sees that Chiro's Torso Tank Driver 1 is helping Antauri and Gibson*

Chiro: Bullseye. *hits some more TIE fighters*



General Veers: Hmm.....seems to me that we need the big guns. Send in the AT-ATs.
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